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_AJL0068:
Banana plantation at Tandalwadi village in Jalgaon, India. These banana plantations benefit from the Jain Irrigation systems.

_AJL0295;_AJL0356:
Lab technicians work in Jain Irrigation’s R&D facility in Jalgaon, India.

_AJL0394:
Workers work in R&D fields of Jain Irrigation systems in Jalgaon, India.

_AJL0696:
Dr Balakrishna Reddy, head of Jain Irrigation’s agriculture R&D at their Jalgaon facility.

_AJL0835:
Dr Balakrishna Reddy, head of R&D agriculture at the R&D fields of the Jain Irrigation at their facility in Jalgaon, India.

_AJL1046;_AJL1147;_AJL1272;_AJL1401;_AJL4479;_AJL8074:
R&D technicians at work in the fields of the Jain Irrigation facility in Jalgaon, India.

_AJL8194;_AJL8337;_AJL8374;_AJL8695:
Women work on tissue cultured banana sapling at the Jain Irrigation facility in Jalgaon, India.

_AJL9417; AJL9547:

Workers harvesting bananas in the fields of Tandalwadi village in Jalgaon, India. These banana plantations benefit from the Jain Irrigation systems.

_AJL9812; AJL9816:

Banana plantation in Tandalwadi village in Jalgaon, India. These banana plantations benefit from the Jain Irrigation systems.